
Dear Sanjay,

Thank you very much for your comments and questions. Here are our answers

***********************************

Dear Authors,

 My comments are based on CMS AN-14-286 (version-4). My general comment is, there
are good amount of important contents which are shown in appendix  can be moved to
main section.

Line-88 : When you say â€œ65% time they are exactly the same pointâ€�
for choice 1-2 as PV. Can you please elaborate what it means ? Does this
mean you could get 65% time (65% fraction of events), the correct PV.
Also mention that your MC has pile up embeded into it.

Answer:  It means that about 65% of the times both criteria selects the same PV. 
Remember that all PV are found at reco level and provided as part of the 
reconstructed event, we just used some criteria to choose only one.

Line-117: Regarding, the cut on Lxy/ sigma_Lxy > 3 , as BS is not chosen
as PV so there may be obvious question, why bring BS into cut selection
? You can put some explanation in that part.

Answer:  Yes , you are right. In the offline selection we take the Lxy/sigma_Lxy 
cut respect to the PV that was chose ("PV with best Pointing angle 3D and BS 
constraint").

Line-120: Can you please put a picture for pointing angle alpha ? You
have explained it, but a picture would be nice (I have seen this picture
in many talks).

Answer: Yes. We will do it.

Line -132: two times â€œtwo pionsâ€� mentioned in parenthesisâ€¦.one of
them I guess should be â€œkaon and pionâ€� which makes K*0.

Answer: NO. The parenthesis that you mention are related to the other previous 
parenthesis  (line 130). So, Pion and kaon for K*, two pions for f0(980), two pions
for Ks0 and, proton and pion for Lambda_cero.



Line-134: You select the k+/- and pi-/+ combination that gives closest
mass of K*0 PDG value. What fraction of the time your choice is correct?
Can you please put the info.

Answer: The error of wrong mass assignment is estimated to be of the order of 14%

Section- 3.2 : It would be nice to put the distribution of the variables
you have applied cut on to justify your cut value. You have many
variables line 142- 182â€¦.may be its good to put the distribution of
them. Also it would be nice to put the relevant plots in main section
rather than appendix. For example the justification to put ct > 0.02cm
and sigma_ct < 0.01cmâ€¦you mentioned the plots shown in appendix-D, I
feel its good to put right in the same page.

Answer:  Ok. we will try to show them. but in any case, as you know the cuts (in 
all our channels) are taken from previous works, besides that  we are studying six 
channels and for this reason the plots will be too many, for this reason we 
prefered to put most of the soporting plots in appendices.

Figure-1: I noticed the ratio of 2012 to 2011 , J/Ks event is about 3
times where as the data amount if 4 times larger (taking into account
the increased cross-ection at 8TeV compared to 7TeV) . The similar
effect is not seen in J/psi K*0 case, looks like you have almost 4 times
more J/psiK*0 events in 2012 compared to 2011.

Answer: In fact this is the normal behavior, to have ~3 or 3.5 times more events, 
you also can see it in the Lambda_b and Bs in figure 2. Or you can check it in the 
Bs to J/psi phi analysis for 2011 (AN_2011_363) and 2012 (AN2014_044)

Section-4.2: For double Gaussian, are the two means fix to same value or
floated? Just curious what is sigma_1 and sigma_2 (from where you get
this)â€¦.or they are just floating variable?

Answer: The two gaussians have the same mean but this a floating parameter. 
On the other side, the two gaussians have different widths  and they are floating 
parameters too.

Section 5.2: how do you find out particle and anti particle for neutral
b-mesons ? Specifically for J/psi K*0 case where K+pi- and K-pi+ both
are allowed.

Answer: In B0 case we make it with K* resonance. When it is K*(K+pi-) it is 



particle and when is K*(K-pi+) it is antiparticle.

Table-3: May be you can mention what â€œsimult. to 2011â€� mean in
caption ?

Answer: yes. We will do it

It would be nice to know which parameters in your fit PDF (likelihood
function) is fixed (how it is fixed, to what value?), which ones are
floated ..in the pdf description section. In Fig 3-8, I see in the PDL
distribution the combinatorics background (gray color) is mostly flat
except fig-3 for B+ candidates in 2012 sample. Just curious if you
ignored some mis-identified background. The combinatoric backgrounds are
usually just flat. Also how are your signal events compared to events
from other analysis (for example J/Psi K+ or J/psi K*0â€¦..how your #of
events compared to other analysis which uses same channel like K*0mumu
or K+mumu ). This is just to confirm that your events are consistent
with other analysis with same mode.

Answer:  All of our channels parameters for PDL uncertainty are fixed (see section 
4.4) and the distributions are in appendix H. when other parameters are fixed we 
mentioned them, for example in the Bs to J/psi f0 decay channel (some of your 
questions after). On the other side, in the case of the figure-3 we do not take 
into account the J/psi pion contamination, but we did the studies about it and it 
is now present in the appendix "O".

I think is difficult to make this comparison since in the analysis that you mention
they are using different data samples (parkadata) and different trigger 
(low_mass_displace) but if you see Milevas's works about the Lambda_b polarisation,
you can see our events numbers are consistent.

Systematic study: It would be nice to bring the sections related to
displaced vertex trigger systematic study from appendix to the page-17
itself (where you are discussing about the related systematics).

Answer:   Ok, we will try be more clear.

Line 298: What is the alternative PV choice ? Please mention it.

Answer:  We will mention them in this part of the AN. In the meantime, you can see 
them in table 13 (appendix A).



Line-301: It would be nice to mention something about detector alignment
in this section itself and then rest can be referred to Ref [7]. You can
mention some of the important points like what configuration has been
studied for misalignment systematics.

Answer: Ok, we will try.

Line 326: What fit parameters are shifted by +/- I sigma value to see
the effect of B+ contamination ? Do you mean the mass and width od
B-mass is changed by 1sigma ?

Answer: the number of the B+ background events (NB+) and also its effective 
lifetime (TB+).

L-339: What is 1 sigma value of K*0 mass ? For K*0mumu analysis the
events within +/- 90MeV is selected to reject the both combinations.
Just curious what is your value. How well this +/-1 sigma is justified.
I see you have large systematics due to this , ~ 4.3 micron. It may be
possible to decrease it. By the way in Table 9 , it shows only 0.1
micron (in stead of 4.3 micron).

Answer: 1sigma = 32 Mev. We have explicitly removed the events for which both K-pi 
(pi-K) combinations are compatible within a sigma with the K*0 mass (they are just 
a few), in fact now this is the nominal procedure in the measurement of the B0 and 
B0-bar lifetimes Ratio (which was a very good suggestion by Fabrizio).
The other side, 4.3 micron was a typo, we need to correct it.

Line-347: The systematic due to pipi mass window is 4 micron, which is
biggest systematics in table 9 for the J/psi f0 mode. The mass window is
change from 30MeV, 50MeV , 80MeV. However the f0 width in PDG itself is
40 to 100MeV. So your choice of 30 MeV is less than 1 sigma. I think it
would be appropriate to set you mass window to +/- 2 and +/- 2.5 sigma
(of your observed width as PDG has poor estimation of width) and the
change would be small than 4 micron. I am sure your width is much large
than 30 MeV.

Answer:  As we said to you before, the cuts are taken from previous works, in this 
case for Bs to f0(980) was taken from BR analysis (AN2014_023).  So, in order to be
conservative,  with this difficult resonance, we take it as a systematic.
On the other hand,  in the PDG f0(980) width is 40-100 MeV, however for f0-> pipi 
it is 50 MeV. These 50 MeV are consistent with what we observed.



Appendix-A: It would be really nice to move it to section 3.1 where you
are discussing about PV. AT least table-11 and figure-9. I could not
find any where specific mentioned which PV choice you are using. You
should mention in section 3.1 clearly, out of the different PV option
you are using this/that one.

Answer: We are using "PV with best Pointing angle 3D and BS constraint", which was 
the consensus of the group.

Table-13: For different PV choices, I see the error are exactly same
(even though the PV itself have very different resolutions). Just
curious if it is typo OR the error is really 0.8 micron all the cases?
Anyway, please check.

Answer: the PDL uncertainty coming from the PV and SV vertex positions are totally 
dominated by the SV uncertainties and, hence, the PV choice is basically irrelevant
for precision improvement purposes.

I feel, it will be easier for ARC to read if some of the important
contents from appendix can move to main sections.

**********************************************

We prefer to maintain the structure of  our appendices as it is now, but we will improve the description 
of the main sections where your doubts are, and if the ARC requires it, we could restructure the AN.
 
Best regards,

Jhovanny
Mexican team

                     


